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We investigate the constraint on the split fermions in extra dimensions by considering the universality of W
leptonic decays W→l in i , the charged lepton decays l i→l jn in¯ j , and the lepton flavor violating process l i
→ l¯ jlklh where l i5e ,m or t . For the standard model ~SM! background of W→l in i , we extended the one loop
quantum correction to include effects of order ml
2/M W
2 and the Higgs boson mass dependence. We find that in
general the split fermion scenarios giving rise to 4D effective Yukawa matrices of the Kaluza-Klein Higgs
bosons which are misaligned with respect to the fermion mass matrix. This holds true also for gauge bosons as
well. This leads to decays of l i→ l¯ jlklh at the tree level and muonium antimuonium conversion. Interestingly
the leptonic universality of W boson decays are not affected at this level.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.66.076004 PACS number~s!: 11.25.Mj, 11.10.Kk, 12.60.2iI. INTRODUCTION
Recently new avenues of exploring physics beyond the
standard model ~SM! have opened up by assuming that there
exists large extra dimensions beyond the four we are familiar
with @1–3#. The earlier investigations have the graviton and
possibly SM gauge singlet particles such as the right-handed
neutrinos are allowed to propagate in the extra dimensions
whereas the particles that have SM charges are confined to a
4 dimensional hypersurface known as the TeV or the SM
brane. This picture can also provide a geometrical under-
standing of the hierarchy of fermion masses by postulating
that the chiral fermions of the SM are localized at different
points in the extra dimensions @4#; i.e., they are split from
each other. By the same token different families of fermions
also occupy different points in bulk space. The localization
of a chiral fermion is represented by a Gaussian wave func-
tion in the extra dimension y. The mass of a fermion is gen-
erated via a five dimensional Yukawa term. In four dimen-
sions, after integrating out y, a small Yukawa coupling arises
due to the small overlap of the wave functions of the left-
and right-handed components of a fermion. In this way a
hierarchy in the effective 4D Yukawa couplings is obtained
without invoking new symmetries. A detail model for the
observed quark and lepton masses in terms of their displace-
ments in y has been given in @5#. In addition to offering a
new vista on the Yukawa coupling hierarchy this scenario
also points to a novel way of looking at the question of
gauge coupling universality. Historically, the branching ratio
~Br! of p→en/p→mn provided the crucial evidence that
the charged weak current couples with the same strength to
the first two lepton families. This universality study has since
been extended to leptonic t decays and also to the leptonic
branching ratios of the W boson. These are cornerstones that0556-2821/2002/66~7!/076004~11!/$20.00 66 0760support the SM and they are very accurately predicted in the
SM. An example is the Br(W→l in/W→l jn)511O(a)
where l i5e ,m , or t . In the SM the deviation from unity is a
function of lepton masses and the lepton energy cut used in a
given experiment @13#. The dependence on the unknown
Higgs boson mass is very weak. As a by-product of our
investigation we will give the complete 1-loop SM result. We
feel that it is very important to examine how proposed new
physics will alter these predictions. In this article we will
show how the constraint from the universality of W charged
lepton decays gives an interesting bound of how close the
split fermions have to be. Indeed using reasonable param-
eters we obtain an upper bound on the separation of the
left-handed electron and the left-handed muon to be given by
Eq. ~28!.
To see more quantitatively how these various purely lep-
tonic reactions can be used to probe the split fermion sce-
nario we study the simplest model with the minimal SM in
5D. The chiral fermions are confined at different positions in
the extra dimension. The exact mechanism of localization is
not important to our study and we shall leave it open. The
SU(2)3U(1) gauge bosons and the Higgs doublet are al-
lowed to propagate in the full 5D bulk. The model is com-
pactified in an S1 /Z2 orbifold of radius R with the appropri-
ate boundary conditions so as to preserve the successes of the
4D SM. An interesting generic feature of the split fermions
scenario is the existence of effective flavor changing neutral
currents which we shall demonstrate are related to the sepa-
ration between two chiral fermions belonging to different
families. This is first noticed in @6# for the Kaluza-Klein
~KK! gauge bosons in the model. We extend this to both the
neutral and the charged KK Higgs bosons. In this paper we
concentrate on the issue of lepton flavor violation ~LFV!
interactions partly because they involve less theoretical un-©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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of charged lepton decays. We will not discuss the many is-
sues related to neutrino mass in the bulk world scenario even
though they are very interesting. Neutrino masses can be
made natural within the framework of extra dimensions @8#
by introducing one @9# or more nR and phenomenological
studies of the properties of bulk neutrinos can be found in
@10# and references therein. Localizing the right-handed bulk
neutrinos at different points in the extra dimension is per-
formed in @11# and @14#. The latter reference also discussed
lepton flavor violation in a general way which is different
from our treatment. After acknowledging this we shall as-
sume that neutrino masses are due to yet unknown 4D new
physics and its phenomenology is beyond the scope of this
paper.
In the quark sector an extensive numerical study of the
quark mass matrices and their mixings is given in @5#
whereas the issue of CP violation has been investigated in
@7#. Furthermore, supersymmetry has also been incorporated
in this scenario in @11#. A related but different scheme using
multilocation is given in @12#.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we give the
details of the 5D SM model and obtain the 4D effective
interactions after integrating out the extra dimension. The
Feynman rules for the 4D interactions are summarized in the
Appendix. Section III gives the phenomenology of both nor-
mal and rare decays of charged leptons. In particular the
decay of m to 3e provides the strongest constrain to the
parameters of the model. In Sec. IV we compare the tests of
universality using leptons and on shell W-boson decay. They
are shown to be complementary and will be an important
task for the Large Hadron Collider currently under construc-
tion. Finally we give our conclusions in Sec. V.
II. 5D SM MODEL WITH SPLIT LEPTONS
The model we employed is the 5D SM similar to that
introduced in Ref. @6# augmented by the distributions of chi-
ral fermions located at different points in the extra dimen-
sion, y. It is a crucial assumption that the left-handed ~L!
lepton doublet is separated from the right-handed ~R! lepton.
For the minimal matter content of the SM ignoring neutrino
mass there are six independent locations yi
a where we use
i , j ,k for family indices and a ,bP$L ,R% stand for chiralities.
One of these can be chosen as the origin. The 4D effective
theory is obtained by compactifying the bulk fields on an
S1 /Z2 orbifold where S1 is a circle defined by 2pR<y
<pR . Strictly speaking R is a free parameter and is bounded
by experiments. We shall assume that R&(300 GeV)21 for
the sake of phenomenological interest. Then we implement
the idea that chiral fermions can be trapped at the topological
domain wall in such a setting @15# and also at different loca-
tions @4,16#. The zero mode of a fermion is chiral and is
given a narrow Gaussian distribution in y. We adopt a uni-
versal Gaussian width s for all the fermions. We use the
notation that the coordinates in Minkowski space are denoted
by xm,m5$03% and in bulk space by xM ,M5$03,y%.
Also the fifth Dirac matrix is chosen to be gy5ig5.
The 5D SM Lagrangian is given by07600L552
1
4 F
MNFMN2
1
4 G
(c),MNGMN
(c)
1L8¯ ~x ,y !igMDML8~x ,y !1DMF~x ,y !†DMF~x ,y !
2kRS uF~x ,y !u22 vb32 D
2
2A2pR f i jL8¯i~x ,y !F~x ,y !
3E j8~x ,y !1H.c.1 , ~1!
where L8 and E8 are respectively the SU(2) doublet and
singlet lepton fields. F is the bulk Higgs field and vb is its
vacuum expectation value ~VEV!. For simplicity, we take a
universal Yukawa coupling f which is of order one for f i j .
Also, as in the SM,
DM5]M2ig2A2pR
tc
2 BM
c 2ig1A2pR
Y
2 AM ,
FMN5]MAN2]NAM ,
GMN
(c) 5]MBN
c 2]NBM
c 1A2pRg2ecdeBMd BNe ~2!
and A, B stand for the U(1) hypercharge and SU(2) gauge
fields. In this convention, Q5T31Y /2. Note that the mass
dimensions of various quantities are @C#52, @F#5 32 ,
@g1#5@g2#50, @k#50 and @ f #50.
In our study we can ignore KK excitations of the fermions
but will keep the KK excitations of Higgs and gauge bosons.
For s!R , the chiral zero mode of a fermion field C i
a lo-
cated at yi
a can be normalized to
C i
a~x ,y !;
1
p1/4s1/2
C i
a~x !e2(y2yi
a)2/2s2
. ~3!
The product of two fermion fields can be approximately re-
placed by
C¯ i
a~x ,y !C j
b~x ,y !;expS 2 ~D i jab!24s2 D
3d~y2y¯ i j
ab!C¯ i
a~x !C j
b~x !, ~4!
where y¯ i j
ab5(yia1y jb)/2 is their average position and D i jab
5yi
a2y j
b
. It is known @17# that for the 5D SM where all
fields propagate in the full bulk there is conservation of the
KK number in the 4D effective theory due to momentum
conservation. It is interesting that when a Gaussian profile is
given to the fermion field the usual KK number conservation
now is replaced by a suppression factor
cos
nyi
R e
2n2s2/4R2
.
This is because4-2
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2pR
pR
dycos
ny
R
1
p1/2s
e2(y2yi)
2/s2> cos
nyi
R e
2n2s2/4R2
.
~5!
This is understood because the Gaussian localized wave
function serves as the fifth momentum ‘‘reservoir’’ that com-
pensates the momentum carried by bulk gauge boson and
thus maintains the conservation of momentum. Now it is
possible to have vertices with only one nonzero KK mode.
Since we expect s!R the exponential factor is almost unity.
The fermion and gauge boson masses are generated by the
VEV of bulk Higgs bosons which we write as
F~x ,y !5S h1~x ,y !1
A2
vb3/21f0~x ,y !D . ~6!
The scalar field is taken to be even under Z2 and the KK
decomposition is given by
f0~x ,y !5
1
A2pR S f00~x !1A2 (n51
‘
fn
0~x !cos
ny
R D . ~7!
The zero mode f0
0(x)5h001ix0 is identified as the SM
Higgs boson, h0
0
, and its Goldstone partner, x0
0
. The KK
tower also contains a real and imaginary part given by fn
0
5hn
01ixn
0
. A similar expression holds for the gauge fields
but their fifth component is assigned to be odd under Z2, so
as to prevent the presence of the unwanted zero modes at the
orbifold fixed point. This leads explicitly to the following
expansion for gauge fields:
Am~x ,y !5
1
A2pRS A0m~x !1A2 (n51
‘
An
m~x !cos
ny
R D ,
A4~x ,y !5
1
ApR S (n51
‘
An
4~x !sin
ny
R D . ~8!
As in 4D gauge theory one has to fix a gauge in a given
calculation. The 5D generalization of covariant gauge fixing
Lagrangians are
LGF52
1
2a ~]MP
M !22
1
j
U]MW1 ,M2ijg5cos uWvb3/22 h1U
2
2
1
2h S ]MZM2h g5vb
3/2
2 x
0D 2, ~9!
where x05Im(f0) is the pseudoscalar would be Goldstone
boson, and a ,j ,h are the gauge parameters for the photon
(P), W and Z bosons, respectively. Also g5
5A2pRAg121g22[A2pRg . Combining L5 and LGF and in-
tegrating over y, we get the 4D effective Lagrangian. One
finds that the usual tree level SM relations still hold:07600g5Ag121g22, e5g2sin uW , tan uW5
g1
g2
,
M Z5
gA2pRvb3/2
2 , M W5M Zcos uW .
It is straightforward to obtain the n th-KK gauge boson
masses. They are M g ,n
2 5n2/R2, M W ,n
2 5M W
2 1n2/R2, and
M Z ,n
2 5M Z
21n2/R2. For the Higgs bosons one has M H
2
5kRvb
3 and M h0,n
2
5M H
2 1n2/R2. In this model, the fifth
components of gauge fields behave like spin-0 particles and
their masses are M A4,n
2
5n2/(aR2), M Z4,n2 5M Z21n2/(hR2)
and M W4,n
2
5M W
2 1n2/(jR2). They couple to the SM gauge
bosons on the brane but do not couple to the brane fermions
through gauge interaction. Another way to see the absence of
couplings between the fifth components and brane fermions
is that the interaction C¯ A4C is odd under the orbifolding Z2
parity.
The Higgs sector is the same as in the SM,
2A2pR f Fn¯ Lih11 1A2 ~vb3/21h01ix0!e¯LiGeR j1H.c.
~10!
The masses of the would-be Goldstone bosons and their KK
partners are M x0,n
2
5hM Z
21n2/R2 and M h1,n
2
5jM W
2
1n2/R2. In the 4D effective Lagrangian the following mix-
ing terms also appear
n
R
12a
a
~]mPn
4!Pnm1
n
R
12h
h
~]mZn
4!Znm
1
n
R
12j
j
~]mWn
41Wnm
2 1]mWn
42Wnm
1 !. ~11!
Clearly by choosing the Feynman gauge, a5j5h51, one
can eliminate the mixing terms. This is the most convenient
gauge for calculating physical processes. We summarize the
Feynman rules we employ in the Appendix.
The effective 4D Yukawa coupling for charged leptons is
LY52 f e2(D i j
LR)2/4s2Li8¯ ~x !FApRvb3/21 f00A2
1 (
n51
fn
0cos
nyi j
LR¯
R e
2n2s2/4R2GE j8~x !1H.c. ~12!
The mass matrix is readily seen to be
Mi j5 fApRvb3/2e2(D i j
LR)2/4s2
5 f
A2M W
g2
e2(D i j
LR)2/4s2. f mte2(D i j
LR)2/4s2
. ~13!
Temporarily suppressing family indices, the mass matrix is
diagonalized by a biunitary transformation as follows:4-3
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E8~x !5VRE~x !, ~14!
where L(x) and E(x) are mass eigenstates.
It is easy to see that this diagonalization also rotates away
the off-diagonal coupling of fermions to the Higgs zero
mode; i.e., the SM Higgs to fermion couplings remain flavor
diagonal. Furthermore, the SM gauge bosons fermion cou-
plings are also flavor diagonal. However, the Higgs KK
modes will couple different mass eigenstate fermions as dis-
played in
L52L¯ iS mi1 g2mi2M W f00DEi2 (n51 l i j ,nLR L¯ iE jfn01H.c.,
~15!
where
l i j ,n
LR 5 f VkiL*expS 2 ~DklLR!24s2 D cosny¯ klLRR Vl jR e2n2s2/4R2.
~16!
In other words one cannot simultaneously diagonalize the
fermion mass matrix and the Yukawa matrix of the KK
Higgs-fermion couplings due to the presence of the cosine
terms. Similar flavor nondiagonal couplings are induced for
the KK excitations of the W and Z bosons as well. After
some algebra, the effective 4D charged current Lagrangian
can be cast in the form
L e f fCC5g2Li¯ Fgm t1A2 S d i jW0,m1 1 (n51 Wn ,m1 ~x !Ui jL(n)D GL j1H.c.
~17!
and the neutral Lagrangian is
L e f fNC5
g2gL
cos uW
Li¯ FgmS d i jZ0,m1 (
n51
Zn ,m~x !Ui j
L(n)D GL j
1
g2gR
cos uW
Ei¯ FgmS d i jZ0,m1 (
n51
Zn ,m~x !Ui j
R(n)D GE j
1H.c., ~18!07600where gL/R5T3,L/R2QL/Rsin2uW . And
Ui j
L(n)5A2 (
k51
3
Vki
L*cos
nyk
L
R Vk j
L e2n
2s2/4R2
,
Ui j
R(n)5A2 (
k51
3
Vki
R*cos
nyk
R
R Vk j
R e2n
2s2/4R2
.
~19!
The very same mixings Ui j
L(n) and Ui j
R(n) are also associated
with the KK photon.
Clearly the KK excitations of the photon, the Z boson, and
the Higgs boson will all induce tree level lepton flavor vio-
lation processes. We will discuss their contributions in detail
in the next section.
III. CONSTRAINT ON THE FERMION LOCATIONS
Equipped with the Feynman rules given we can proceed
to discuss the phenomenology of charged lepton decays.
Consider first the classic case of muon decay into an electron
and a pair of neutrinos. At the tree level, the decay amplitude
in the SM involves only virtual W boson exchange; however,
for the 5D SM the KK excitations will also contribute. The
split fermion scenario also adds the contributions from KK
excitations of the Z @see Eq. ~18!# and the charged Higgs
boson. Also a sum over the neutrinos in the final state is
taken. Similar modifications to the usual discussions of rare
decays also occur and they are systematically presented in
the following subsections.
A. Lepton universality
In terms of the mass eigenstate the effective 4D charge
current interaction is given by Eq. ~17!. Since we only have
one bulk Higgs field there is no mixing between the physical
W boson, which is the zero mode, and its KK excitation.
Therefore, it is universally coupled to the lepton families. We
conclude that lepton universality tested by ratios of the lep-
tonic width of the W boson will remain at the SM values at
the lowest level. On the other hand, for the classic decay of
m→enn¯ , where all the possible virtual KK modes also par-
ticipate, see Fig. 1, information on the y dependence can be
gleamed. Neglecting the electron mass we get2M5S g2A2 D
2F d i1d j2M W2 1 (i , j ,n Ui1
L(n)U j2
L(n)*
M W ,n
2 G ~n¯ jgLam!~e¯gL ,an i!2 (i , j ,n 2l i2,nLR l j1,nLR*M h1,n2 ~n¯ jm!~e¯n i!
1gL
ngL
e S g2
cos u D
2
(
i , j ,n
U12
L(n)U ji
L(n)*
M Z ,n
2 ~n
¯ jgL
an i!~e¯gL ,am!1gL
ngR
e S g2
cos u D
2
(
i , j ,n
U12
R(n)U ji
L(n)*
M Z ,n
2 ~n
¯ jgL
an i!~e¯gR ,am!
[S g222M W2 D $~11a1R2M W2 !~n¯gLam!~e¯gL ,an!2a2M W2 R2~n¯mR!~e¯Rn!1a3M W2 R2~n¯gLam!~e¯gL ,an!
22a4M W
2 R2~n¯mR!~e¯Rn!%. ~20!4-4
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pression. The coefficients ai , j ,k are the result of summing
over all neutrino species. Explicitly,
a1; (
i , j ,n51
U j2
L(n)U1i
L(n)*
n2
, a2; (
i , j ,n51
4l j2,n
LR l i1,n
LR*
g2
2n2
,
a3;S 2gLngLecos2u D (i , j ,n51 U12
L(n)Ui j
L(n)*
n2
,
a4;S 2gLngRecos2u D (i , j ,n51 U12
R(n)Ui j
L(n)*
n2
. ~21!
We define the process dependent Fermi constant Gm as
4Gm
A2
5
g2
2
2M W
2 F 11R2M W2 ~a11a3!2
1S a212a42 D
2
R4M W
4 G1/2. ~22!
The square bracket gives the modification to the SM Fermi
coupling constant, GSM ,F5A2g2
2/8M W
2 and also generalizes
the usual KK result @18#. Equation ~20! reveals that the
Michel parameters r and d will have the SM value of 3/4.
This is easily seen in the charge retention mode. On the other
hand, we have
h.2
~a212a4!R2M W
2
2 .
Thus, we expect a deviation from the SM value of h50.
This in turn leads to the following prediction for the partial
decay width of a charged lepton into a purely leptonic chan-
nel l i→l j1n¯n in this model:
G~ l i→l j1n¯n!5
mi
5Gi j
2
192p3
$128a i j
2 18a i j
6 2a i j
8 224a i j
4 ln a i j
14h i ja i j~119a i j
2 29a i j
4 2a i j
6 !
148h i ja i j
3 ~11a i j
2 !ln a i j%, ~23!
where a i j5m j /mi and Gi j represents the specific Fermi con-
stant for the process l i→l j1n¯n . Expand in powers of M W2 R2
and keeping the lowest order we obtain
FIG. 1. Contribution of KK excitations to m decay.07600G~ l i→l j1n¯n!;
mi
5GSM ,F
2
192p3
@128a i j
2 18a i j
6 2a i j
8
224a i j
4 ln a i j12~a11a3!M W
2 R2
22a i j~a212a4!M W
2 R2# . ~24!
Now consider the tau partial decay width ratio G(t
→mn¯n)/G(t→en¯n); using the current experimental limit
@19# we find
2M W
2 R2Fa1tm1a3tm2a1te2a3te2 mmmt ~a2tm12a4tm!G<0.003,
~25!
which is a constraint on chiral fermion geography.
For a simple illustration, we use the example of a diago-
nal charged lepton mass matrix as given in @5#. Actually this
kind of mass matrix is unnatural in this setup. However it
can be achieved by pairing the left-handed and right-handed
leptons in the same generation into a cluster which is well
separated from the other two generations’ clusters. Choosing
this setting, the flavor violating gauge coupling is highly sup-
pressed and the Yukawa coupling of the KK Higgs boson is
proportional to the charged lepton mass, so
a2 , a3 , a4;0.
The universality breaking now is solely from the
y-dependent couplings of KK W. Since the Gaussian width s
is much smaller than the radius R, the exponential suppres-
sion factor can be ignored to a good approximation. The
series can be summed @20# and keeping the lowest order in
y /(pR)!1 we get
a1
tm;2 (
n51
1
n2
cos
ny t
L
R cos
nym
L
R
5
p2
6 F223uy t
L1ym
L u
Rp 23
uy t
L2ym
L u
Rp G1OS y2p2R2D ,
~26!
a1
te;2 (
n51
1
n2
cos
ny t
L
R cos
nye
L
R
5
p2
6 F223uy t
L1ye
Lu
Rp 23
uy t
L2ye
Lu
Rp G1OS y2p2R2D .
~27!
We have the limit
M W
2 Rp~ uy t
L1ye
Lu1uy t
L2ye
Lu2uy t
L1ym
L u2uy t
L2ym
L u!,0.003.
~28!
If we choose y t
L50 and R5300 GeV21 then we have
uye
Lu2uym
L u
R ,6.6310
23S R21300 GeVD
2
,4-5
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tions.
We emphasize that even for this extreme case the fermion
location dependence still breaks the charged lepton univer-
sality. It is a generic feature of this model. For more general
non-diagonal mass matrices such as that studied in @21,22#
the KK Z and h1 will also contribute to the breaking of
universality. We note that the charged lepton matrix of @22#
cannot be easily incorporated in the split fermion scenario
although it has other success.
We see from the above that flavor violating neutral cur-
rents are generic in this scenario. In next section we will
discuss the constraint from flavor violating reactions.
B. µ and t to three charged leptons
Due to the existence of flavor violating interactions in the
gauge and the Higgs sectors, the following processes: m07600→3e, t→3e , t→mee , t→mme , and t→3m , will be in-
duced by virtual KK Z, photon, scalar and pseudoscalar bo-
son exchange at the tree level as shown in Fig. 2. The present
upper branch ratio limit for the muon is around 10212 and for
the t is about 1026 @19#.
The low energy effective Lagrangian for m→3e is easily
calculated to be
FIG. 2. Feynman diagrams for m decays into three elctrons.(
n51 H M xn02 2M hn02M h
n
0
2 M x
n
0
2 lee ,n
LR lem ,n
LR ~e¯LeR!~e¯LmR!1
M x
n
0
2
1M h
n
0
2
M h
n
0
2 M x
n
0
2 lee ,n
LR*lem ,n
LR ~e¯ReL!~e¯LmR!1
M x
n
0
2
2M h
n
0
2
M h
n
0
2 M x
n
0
2 lee ,n
LR*lme ,n
LR*~e¯ReL!~e¯RmL!
1
M x
n
0
2
1M h
n
0
2
M h
n
0
2 M x
n
0
2 lee ,n
LR lme ,n
LR*~e¯LeR!~e¯RmL!2
g2
2
cos2uW
1
M Z ,n
2 @e
¯gmgL~UeeL ,n!*Lˆ 1gR~UeeR ,n!*Rˆ e#
3@e¯gm~gLUem
L ,nLˆ 1gRUem
R ,nRˆ !m#2
e2
M g ,n
2 @e
¯gm~UeeL ,n!*Lˆ 1~UeeR ,n!*Rˆ e#@e¯gm~UemL ,nLˆ 1UemR ,nRˆ !m#J 1H.c. ~29!
The sign difference in front of the pseudoscalar term is due
to the nature of its imaginary coupling. One can see that the
terms (e¯LeR)(e¯LmR) and (e¯ReL)(e¯RmL) are almost vanishing
because KK scalar and KK pseudoscalar are nearly degener-
ated if we assume that the SM Higgs boson mass is not too
much heavier than the W boson mass. For the high KK states
we can ignore these masses.
To a good approximation we can neglect final state lepton
masses and obtain the branching ratio
B~m→3e !5 G~m→3e !
G~m→en¯n!
;2M W
4 R4@sLL
2 1sRR
2 12sLR
2
12sRL
2 14vRR
2 14vLL
2 # , ~30!
where
vLL5S sin2uW1 gL2
cos2uW
D (
n51
1
n2
~Uee
L(n)!*Uem
L(n)
, ~31a!
vRR5S sin2uW1 gR2
cos2uW
D (
n51
1
n2
~Uee
R(n)!*Uem
R(n)
, ~31b!sLL52 (
n51
lme ,n
LR*lee ,n
LR
g2
2n2
, sRR52 (
n51
lem ,n
LR lee ,n
LR*
g2
2n2
, ~31c!
sLR52S sin2uW1 gLgR
cos2uW
D (
n51
1
n2
~Uee
L(n)!*Uem
R(n)
, ~31d!
sRL52S sin2uW1 gLgR
cos2uW
D (
n51
1
n2
~Uee
R(n)!*Uem
L(n)
. ~31e!
Assuming a universal Yukawa coupling, f 51, again we
take the nearly diagonal mass matrix as an example. Then
the flavor violating coupling will only appear in the Higgs
sector. It predicts vLL , vRR , sLR , sRL;0 and
lee ,n
LR ;
g2me
A2M W
cos
ny¯ ee
LR
R , ~32!
lem ,n
LR ;expS 2 ~DemLR!24s2 D cosny¯ emLRR .
So in this case,4-6
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p2
6
me
A2M Wg2
expS 2 ~D21LR!24s2 D ,
sRR;2
p2
6
me
A2M Wg2
expS 2 ~D12LR!24s2 D . ~33!
Taking R21;300 GeV, a value within the bound universal
bulk models, we obtain
B~m→3e !;2.6310212F expS 2 ~D12LR!22s2 D
1expS 2 ~D12RL!22s2 D G S 300 GeVR21 D
4
, ~34!
which is not far from the experimental limit. The branching
is also a very sensitive probe of the compactification radius
R. Similar expressions can be derived for t flavor violating
decays which are also much lower than current experimental
limits.
For B(t2→e1e2m2) and B(t2→e2m2m1) the for-
mula is slightly different since there are no identical particles
in the final states:
B~t2→e1e2m2!;~2M W2 R2!2@sLL2 1sRR2 1sLR2
1sRL
2 1vRR
2 1vLL
2 # ~35!
with replaced flavor indices me→te and ee→me in Eq.
~31!.
We want to stress again we have used a special diagonal
mass matrix to indicate what can be learned. In general, the
flavor violating process if observed will set a constraint on
how far the leptons should be away from each other and Eqs.
~30! and ~31! should be used. But then a numerical method is
needed to solve them.
Without a theoretical understanding of the dynamics that
determines the locations of the fermions, we do a brute force
numerical study. A Monte Carlo program is composed to
scan the possible mass matrices which can be accommodated
in this model and also satisfy the observed charged lepton
masses. Then the rotation matrices VL and VR are calculated
for each set of the lepton locations. These in turn are used to
calculate all the coupling vertices of KK bosons. Of the half
million of mass matrices we scanned many contained off
diagonal elements. However, only a small fraction (,5%)
of these can pass the experimental bound of B(m→3e)
,10212. For those satisfying the rare decays limit we use
their parameters to calculate the Michel parameter h . Setting
the ratio (s/R)51/50, the numerical results give uhu<3
31026(300 GeV/R21)2. This will present a formidable ex-
perimental challenge. There is a direct correlation between h
and m→3e since the KK Z and Higgs exchanges that will
affect h also contribute to the rare decay process. The strin-
gent experimental constraint for the rare decay mode sets the
upper limit for h . We note in passing that the situation for t
decays is more hopeful since the constraint from its rare
decays are less severe.07600C. Muonium-antimuonium conversion
Unlike the rare decays discussed before, here both (V
6A)2 and (V6A)(V7A) type lepton number violating in-
teractions are present at the same time, see Fig. 3. The effec-
tive Hamiltonian for the conversion is given by @23#
H5 G
A2
m¯ gm~16g5!em¯ gm~16g5!e
1
F
A2
m¯ gm~16g5!em¯ gm~17g5!e.
The muonium-antimuonium transition matrix elements in-
volve different hyperfine states listed below:
D (1,61)5^M¯ 1,61uHuM 1,61&5
16
A2pa03
S G2 14FD ,
D (1,0)5^M¯ 1,0uHuM 1,0&5
16
A2pa03
S G2 14FD ,
D (0,0)5^M¯ 0,0uHuM 0,0&5
16
A2pa03
S G1 34FD ,
where a0 is the Bohr radius of the muonium (mra)21 with
mr
215mm
211me
21
. Assuming that each state is produced
with equal probability initially the integrated probability of a
muonium to antimuonium conversion is
PM M¯ 5643S 2p2a3GFmm2 D
2S me
mm
D 6S G 21 316F 2
GF
2
D ~36!
.2.531025S G 21 316F 2
GF
2
D
. ~37!
The current experimental limit for this process is PM M¯
<8.3310211 @24# which implies
AG 21 316F 2,3.031023GF ~90% C.L.!. ~38!
Taking the diagonal mass matrix as an example again, the
flavor violating interaction is mediated only by the KK Higgs
boson. Assuming that R;300 GeV21 the above limit will
translate into the following bound:
FIG. 3. Feynman diagrams for muonium-antimuonium conver-
sion.4-7
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LR!21~D12
RL!2
s2
.13.8. ~39!
IV. W BOSON UNIVERSALITY IN THE SM
As we have seen previously that the LFV mechanism pre-
dicts that universality holds in W boson decays but not m or
t decays. Thus, it is important to establish the SM values for
these processes. We calculate the W boson branching ratios
to 1-loop order in the on-shell scheme and use the unitary
gauge which was done in @13#. It is well known the width of
W→ln is infrared finite only after including the radiative
mode W→lng @25#. After a laborious calculation we find
that the leptonic decay width including the undetected pho-
ton is
G
G0
5F11 a2p H 2S 21 11b12b ln b D S ln M W2DEl 12 ln~12b! D
2
3
2 ~12b!ln b1 f HbJ G , ~40!
where b[ml
2/M W
2 and G05g2
2M W
2 (21b)(12b)/6 is the
lowest order width. The quantity DEl is the finite energy
resolution of the charged lepton and is determined by a given
experiment. f H is a complicated function dependent on the
Higgs boson mass. The exact form of f H is not very illumi-
nating and to a good approximation it is
f H>7.7210.78 ln
M W
2
M H
2 . ~41!
Numerically the values of f H are $7.36,6.32,5.84,5.34% cor-
responding to Higgs boson masses of M H
5$110,180,250,400% GeV, respectively. Assuming that en-
ergy resolutions are the same for all charged leptons the W
→ne ,nm ,nt decay width ratio is 1:1.067:1.103 for DE
52 GeV and 1:1.038:1.057 for DE55 GeV. With the ex-
pected large number of W bosons to be produced at the
CERN Large Hadrone Collider ~LHC! @26# we can expect
this prediction to be tested in the near future.
V. CONCLUSION
We have shown that in the split fermion scenario with a
bulk Higgs boson it is not possible to diagonalize simulta-
neously the lepton mass matrix and the Yukawa matrix of the
KK Higgs modes. This complements the flavor-charging
neutral corrents ~FCNC! arising from KK excitations of the Z
boson and the photon. This leads to an interesting new
mechanism for rare m and t decays at the tree level without
affecting lepton universality as a probe by W boson decays.
On the other hand, leptonic universality as probed by t lep-
ton decays is altered by the virtual KK gauge boson and KK
Higgs exchanges. This gives an upper limit on the separation
of different families of leptons. In contrast rare LFV effects
if seen are to be understood as measuring the relative dis-
tances of a left-handed fermion of one family to the right-07600handed fermion of a different family in the extra dimension.
If no signals are found in the next round of experiments they
give a lower bound on the fermion separations. Similarly the
fermion masses set the relative distances between fermions
of opposite chiralities in the same family.
Another interesting difference of the split fermion sce-
nario as compared to the usual extra dimension models is the
nonuniversality of the KK gauge bosons coupling the elec-
tron, muon, and t . In other words, when a KK gauge boson,
for instance the n51 KK photon, is produced at high ener-
gies we expect its decay widths into electrons, muons, and
taus to be different since the U matrices of Eq. ~19! are
sensitive to the family indices. This will lead to an apparent
charge violation of electric charge universality.
The above considerations can easily be extended to the
quark sector. The universality test of pion leptonic decay will
set a limit of @see Eq. ~24!#
M W
2 R2 (
n51
1
n2
Re@Uud
L(n)~U11
L(n)*2U22
L(n)*!#&1027
~42!
assuming that it is dominated by flavor conserving KK W
exchanging and Uud
L(n) is an obvious generalization to the
quark sector. In general we do not expect universality to hold
when comparing effective charged current strengths as mea-
sured in semileptonic versus leptonic experiments. This
opens up a new way of looking at the Cabibbo universality
which we leave for future consideration.
The split fermion scenario suffers from a number of draw-
backs. On the theoretical side there is a lack of understanding
of the dynamics that determines the different chiral fermion
locations and the form of the wave functions. Phenomeno-
logically there are many parameters all of which have to be
fixed by experiments. Despite all of these flaws some general
distinguishing features emerged. Among them is nonuniver-
sality in both charged and neutral currents sectors as probed
by experiments done on the brane. On the other hand, the
level at which these effects are expected depends on the de-
tails of the model.
Our study has shown the importance of low energy preci-
sion tests in covering the parameter space for these models.
While it is too early to do complete phenomenological analy-
sis of even the minimal model due to the scarcity of data, at
the same time we feel that more studies involving similar
rare processes are crucial. They are complementary to direct
collider searches for the KK excitations of the SM particles.
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APPENDIX: FEYNMAN RULES
Combining all pieces discussed in Sec. II together, the
relevant terms of the 5D SM are4-8
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1
4 ~]MPN2]NPM !
22
1
4 ~]MZN2]NZM !
22
1
2 ~]MWN
12]NWM
1 !~]MW2 ,N2]NW2 ,M !1
1
2 ~]
Mf0!~]Mf
0*!
1~]Mh1!~]Mh2!1
1
4 ~gv0c !
2WM
1W2 ,M1
1
8 ~gv0!
2ZMZM2
1
j
~]MWM
1 !~]NWN
2!2jS gv0c2 D
2
h1h2
2
1
2h ~]
MZM !22
h
2 S gv02 D
2
~x0!22
1
2a ~]
MPM !21 , ~A1!
where P represents photon, f05h01ix0, and v05A2pRvb
3/2
.
Employing the KK decomposition, imposing the appropriate boundary conditions and integrating over y, we get the 4D
effective Lagrangian
L452
1
4 (n50 Pn
mnPn ,mn1
1
2 (n51 F ~]mPn4!21 n2R2 ~Pn!222 nR ~]mPn4!Pn ,mG2 12a (n50 F ~]mPnm!212 nR ]mPnmPn41 n2R2 ~Pn4!2G
2
1
4 (n50 Zn
mnZn ,mn1
1
2 (n51 F ~]mZn4!21 n2R2 ~Zn!222 nR ~]mZn4!Zn ,mG2 12h (n50 F ~]mZnm!212 nR ]mZnmZn41 n2R2 ~Zn4!2G
1
~gv0!2
8 FZ0,mZ0m1 (n51 ~Zn ,mZnm2Zn4Zn4!G2 12 (n50 Wnmn1Wn ,mn2 1 (n51 F ~]mWn41]mWn42!1 n2R2 ~Wnm1 Wnm2!
2
n
R ~]
mWn
42Wnm
1 1]mWn
41Wnm
2 !G2 1j (n50 F ~]mWnm1!~]mWnm2!1 nR ~]mWnm1Wn421]mWnm2Wn41!1 n2R2 ~Wn41Wn42!G
1
~gv0c !2
4 FW0,m1 W02 ,m1 (n51 ~Wn ,m1 Wn2 ,m2Wn41Wn42!G1 12 (n50 F ~]mhn0!22 n2R2 ~hn0!2G
1
1
2 (n50 F ~]mxn0!22XhS gv02 D 21 n2R2 C~xn0!2G1 (n50 F ]mhn1]mhn22XjS gv0c2 D 21 n2R2 Chn1hn2G1 . ~A2!
From the above expansion, the propagators can be read:
For the Feynman gauge used in this calculation we set a5h5j51; otherwise there appears the following mixing vertex:076004-9
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Rˆ /Lˆ 5 12 (16g5) and summation is understood for the repeating indices:
where Kn5dn ,01A2(12dn ,0) and l i j ,nLR 5exp@2n2s2/4R2#(VL) ik† f klexp@2(DklLR)2/4s2#cos(ny¯klLR/R)VljR. One can check that
when n50 they reduce to the usual flavor diagonal SM couplings. Note that in general for n>1, l i j ,n
LR Þl j i ,n
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